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Abstract
Protocol detection can be made by using various techniques. First attempts were made through the use of
protocol numbers but this method is insufficient now. Later approach analyses packet content, which
needs high computation power and cannot be used for tunneled data or in high-speed networks. One of
the newest methods is a protocol recognition, which uses flow statistics gathered from NetFlow data, and
is the main focus of this work.
First attempts were made by using time characteristic of a flow. This kind of information consists of
minimum, maximum, average and variation of the inter-packet gaps and it allows us to detect dictionary
attacks on SSH protocol. All the data we had were manually inspected because this type method had been
decided to be sufficient at this phase of development. In the first step, we discovered that time
characteristic can be used but its analysis needs improvements so that it can detect more than one specific
situation.
We experimentally discovered that the information about inter-packet gaps give us low detection accuracy,
so extended flow statistics by packet sizes. This extension consists of minimum, maximum, average and
variation of packet sizes in a flow. Our assumption is that the more information we have, the more details
we can expose about protocols on the network. The amount of information which we have analyzed
increased rapidly thus we had to implement QT (quality threshold) clustering algorithm. It can inspect all
the data much more quickly and precisely than human examination.
In the future work, we are going to continue with discovering which combination of flow statics brings the
best accuracy of protocol detection. These results will be summarized and implemented as a plugin for
NfSen which is web based front end for the nfdump NetFlow tools which is used at Masaryk University.
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1 Introduction
Diversity of protocol detection methods brings different approaches with different results. Protocol
detection can be used in various fields of interest. Computer network topology planning will achieve better
results if the analysts know what applications will use it. Security teams need to use protocol detection for
detecting botnets, malware, intrusions or other suspicious activities. Real-time data processing is crucial in
many fields of interest.
Common approaches in protocol detection are based on port numbers and/or signatures. The signatures
can be gathered either from payload or flows. This work is introducing an idea how to use information
about inter-packet gaps and packet sizes for protocol detection which is able to process data on high-speed
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networks. Similar experiments were done for example in [13] but we are more focusing on inter-packet
gaps and packet sizes, we take into account only flow statistics without looking into packet content as well.
Our approach allows us to generate the statistics in hardware probes which are much more powerful than
ordinary software tools. Another advantage of using hardware probes is in their preciseness. Common
network card processes packets in chunks because they are buffered first and then sent to the operating
system. This kind of packet handling increases transmission rate but it reduces the accuracy only to
approximately 1 millisecond. On the other hand, hardware probes are able to process packets one-by-one
and assign precise time-stamp to the packet; the accuracy in this case can be up to 1 nanosecond. Since the
precise time-stamps are crucial for our work, implementation in hardware probes is necessary for more
precise results.
In the previous part of research, we showed that inter-packet gaps analysis is suitable for dictionary attacks
on SSH protocol detection. Now, we are working on making this method more general to be able to
detect as many protocols as possible. Because of the current state of the research, we are not presenting the
final work but mainly the idea and results which we reached so far.

2 Related Work
The first attempts in protocol detection were made using source and destination TCP and UDP port
numbers assigned by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) [1]. This method has insufficient
accuracy now since servers can use different than the default port numbers, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks
avoid using known port numbers in order to avoid their detection, and there are also protocols, such as
FTP, which use randomly chosen ports.
The newer approach is called deep packet inspection (DPI), it analyses packets content [2] and looks for
some predefined string patterns [3], [4], [5]. If the pattern is done properly, this method has the best
accuracy. The main bottleneck of DPI presents high computational power needed for pattern searching
inside the packets content, it inhibits from using on high-speed networks. If encrypted or tunneled
communication is used, all the patterns are hidden and DPI cannot reveal any protocol. Investigating
packet content can be interpreted as an attack upon users privacy, thus this method is prohibited in some
countries due to their local law constraints.
Since DPI has to process enormous amount of data, privacy related problems and impossibility to classify
encrypted communication, new methods have been researched. They use only aggregated subset of
available information. It allows them to do protocol detection on high-speed networks without restrictions due to local law constraints.
The first payload independent method is monitoring the social behavior of hosts. It analyses for example
number of hosts which communicated with the monitored host or communities of hosts that interact with
the same set of hosts [5]. Other studies present profiling using Google search engine [6] or statistics about
used peer numbers, port numbers and packet sizes [7]. These kinds of methods are reliable but divide
communication only into groups (P2P, WWW, email, etc.). Furthermore, these methods require sufficient
amount of data for their algorithms to work properly.
Another approach for payload independent traffic classification uses flow statistics. The statistics can
consist of any subset of the following information: packet sizes, packet inter-arrival times, packet arrival
order, flow duration, packet counts, etc. The first studies were able to detect traditional protocols such as
HTTP, SMTP or FTP [8], [9]. Another approach uses similarity in flow properties and divides traffic into
groups (bulk, WWW, P2P, etc.) [10], [11].
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All the previous methods examine information from the whole flow. It was shown that only the first four
packets from a connection are needed for successful classification of some traditional protocols both
unencrypted and encrypted [12].
Combination of payload and flow-level statistics is possible as well. In the study [13] was presented an idea
which uses over 30 unique fingerprints [14]. The fingerprints are used to measure various generic
behaviors of application layer protocols.

3 System Architecture
At this part, we will introduce architecture of our system. Our work needs specialized network monitoring
tools which are described in the first subsection. The other subsection is talking about information which
we get from flows and how they are used for protocol detection.

3.1

Hardware Point of View

Data processing consists of two different layers. At first, we have to get time characteristics and statistics
about packet sizes in a flow. It can be done in two ways, either using software tool or specialized hardware.
Software tool uses standard network interface card and time information from the operating system. This
connection is suitable mainly for testing and development purposes because between packet arrival and its
processing is a relatively long and non-constant time period. At first, packet enters the network interface
card, is saved into first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue and card generates an interrupt. After the interrupt
handler is run, data is moved into a system buffer in main memory, where the packet is placed on a receive
queue and marked for system processing where time stamp is set by operating system.
Two buffers and unpredictable duration of the interrupt cause time characteristics distortion [15]. The
conditions may vary but information more accurate than 1 millisecond cannot be taken into account. Such
behavior does not represent sufficient environment for protocol detection but it is suitable for testing
purposes. Computational power of such software tools is very limited by hardware and its throughput will
always be lower than in case of hardware network probes.
Specialized hardware network probes are developed for precise packet handling and thus the time
characteristics are not negatively influenced. Time stamps are set directly in the card. In this case we can
talk about 1 nanosecond preciseness. Another advantage is much more throughput which it is able to
achieve. Current probes are created for up to 10 Gbps bandwidth. The disadvantage is that there are no
hardware probes customized for time characteristics creation thus the users need to use devices extensible
by plugins.
Even if hardware probes offer better results, we use only software tools in our work. In respect to current
state of development, it is easier to change software than hardware. The purchase cost of software is also
much lower than hardware. As a time characteristics generating tool we use Flow Time Statistic (FTS)
which is testing tool for the Liberouter project [16]. This tool is relatively easy to change for our purposes
because it is written in C using common libraries. FTS is able to export data either into text files or in
IPFIX format which is better for storing large amount of data and its processing. Text files provide easy to
handle structure which is suitable for testing and development.
Protocol detection on a real network will consist of hardware probes which send data in IPFIX format to
a data collector where is the data stored, processed and displayed to a user. There are various solutions for
probes that support plugins ([22], [21], etc.) and others will come in the future. If there are customers for
such probes, the developers will extend existing one by plugins support or time characteristics. There are
also some tools for data visualization ([20], [25], etc.) or the users can create their own application
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according to their current needs. Creating a new application is much easier than inventing a new
hardware.
Connection of network monitoring tool FTS and the following data processing is described on Figure 1.
There is no specialized data store in order to make it as simple as possible. At this phase of development,
we want to concern on the protocol detection instead of data storing and visualization.
On the other hand, the final output of our work cannot store data in text files because amount of data is
much bigger than while testing (Figure 2). A database presents an effective way how to store and browse
huge amount of data.
Visualization in our case is always done through the NfSen which is a graphical web based front end for
the NFDUMP NetFlow tools. NfSen can be extended by plugins so that we do not have to invent any
new technology but we use existing infrastructure instead. This approach saves much time and it is also
much more advantageous because the less lines of code are written the fewer mistakes can be made.

Figure 1: Packet processing using FTS.

Figure 2: Packet processing using a hardware network probe.

3.2

Protocol Detection

As it was mentioned in the beginning, protocol detection is based on time characteristics and other flow
statistics analysis. Time characteristics are statistical information about inter-packet gaps and they consist
of:
 accurate time stamp of a flow begin,
 accurate time stamp of a flow end,
 minimal inter-packet gap in a flow,
 maximal inter-packet gap in a flow,
 average inter-packet gap in a flow,
 standard deviation of inter-packet gaps in a flow.
Protocol detection based on these characteristics was the goal for Pavel Piskač's diploma thesis and it was
shown that we are able to detect protocols with lower accuracy than we expected. So that we extended
information about a flow by statistics about packet sizes:
 minimal packet size in a flow,
 maximal packet size in a flow,
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average packet size in a flow,
standard deviation of packet sizes in a flow.

This data is creating a vector and the detection is done using vector comparison methods. Since the
detection is under research now, content of the vector can change in order to get better results. We are
making experiments with various combinations of vector components and also taking advices from
available related work.
At the first step, we used a pattern vector which was compared to unknown connections vectors and
according to their similarity it was decided whether the unknown vector can represent the protocol from
the pattern vector.
Such approach is very limited because there has to be created a pattern for each situation which can appear
on the network. For example simple SSH connection is able to create many different situations where each
of them has to have its own pattern. It means that for simple password authentication, dictionary attack on
password, file transfer, etc. is needed the pattern to be created. Such approach is ineffective and also very
difficult. The final detection method will be slow and able to recognize only predefined set of protocols.
Our goal is to create as easiest to deploy detection method as possible thus we moved into the other part
where clustering algorithm is used. Clustering has the advantage in automatized data processing where the
flows are divided into groups and then the groups are compared to patterns. The improvement is obvious,
there is no need to compare each flow to a pattern but if the clustering is used there are compared the
whole groups.

3.3

Process of Protocol Detection

Gathered flow statistics are sent from probes (Figure 2) or FTS (Figure 1) to a collector where they are
stored. This action does not take place continually but it depends on the source configuration. In a regular
scenario, there is set activity and inactivity time-out. Activity time-out is used for decision whether a flow
was finished according to the time of last received packet. If the limit is reached, the flow is marked as
finished. Inactivity time-out serves for ending very long connections.
Some connections can be active for a very long time and only the activity time-out guarantees that we will
know about them in a reasonable short time. The connections are marked as finished after some constant
time. The other effect of such behavior is automatized freeing buffers.
The most common configuration for inactivity time-out is 5 minutes. Then the data is sent to a collector
and prepared for the protocol detection algorithm. Since the data is sent each 5 minutes the algorithm
cannot run longer and it is very important requirement on its effectiveness.
Results of the detection are saved into database or files in order to be available on request. This approach is
more effective from the user point of view because the data is always available and the users do not have to
wait until it is computed.
The disadvantage is that the information about protocols is not available immediately. The user has to wait
10 minutes where the first 5 minutes takes gathering statistics about flows and the other 5 minutes is for
protocol detection. In case of deep packet inspection, the protocol information is available almost
immediately after the communication began.
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4 Practical Results
This part is delegated to results which we got so far and it is divided into two parts. At first, results of
dictionary attacks on SSH will be presented. Current state of work will then be described.

4.1

Dictionary Attacks on SSH Protocol

Since there was hardly any work relating to time characteristics analysis, we had to show that protocol
detection can be made using this type of information. The first steps were done during autumn 2009 as
the Pavel Piskač's diploma thesis.
4.1.1

Protocol Selection

We decided to use SSH protocol because it presents possible vulnerability on a computer network if
a computer is compromised through this protocol. The other advantage of SSH is that it is a standard
described in many RFCs ([23], [24], etc.) so that we know its behavior on the network.
We could also make experiments with for example BitTorrent or Skype protocols but they use obfuscation
and do not have known specification. We decided to start with some important but easy to detect
protocol. Skype either BitTorrent does not belong into this group.
The assumption that SSH is an easy to describe and easy to detect protocol has been decided to be false. It
is true that SSH is well known but there are many implementations and versions thus many various
situations can happen and make the detection more complicated.
The differences in communication between hosts are created by operating system as well. TCP connection
handling in the Linux kernel can be modified in order to achieve better transfer efficiency and bandwidth.
These tweaks influence maximal number of received packets before the ACK packet is sent and maximal
interval before the ACK packet is sent. As the result, there are changing positions and counts of ACK
packets which influences time characteristics.
The third problematic SSH characteristic behavior is the count of situations which may occur. For
example for authentication can be used password, public key, etc. Each of the authentication methods can
be configured in many different ways. Since each situation has to have its own pattern vector, SSH
protocol detection would require more than 10 different pattern vectors.
4.1.2

Protocol Detection

Our first attempts were aimed to detect user authentication even if many pattern vectors had to be created
and tested. During the testing, we discovered a complication with password based authentication because
when a user enters the password the inter-packet gaps are always different. It is caused by user's speed of
typing and as a result we were not able to use pattern vectors for password based authentication.
Our servers are almost always under dictionary attacks so that we decided to detect them. Dictionary
attacks are generated by foreign computers without any user interaction. It implies that we are able to
detect them using our method. There are simpler and more accurate methods than our approach but we
wanted to find out if the time characteristics are suitable for protocol detection.
That time has been decided to use vector matching algorithms. The vector was consisting of the following
information about a flow:
 number of transferred packets,
 number of transferred bytes,
 network layer protocol number,
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transport layer protocol number,
minimal inter-packet gap,
maximal inter-packet gap,
average inter-packet gap,
standard deviation of inter-packet gaps.

These vectors were compared using four different methods:
 average distance between vectors (Equation 1),
 root-mean-square distance (Equation 2),
 Euclidean distance (Equation 3),
 angle between vectors (Equation 4).
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Equation 3: Euclidean distance.
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Equation 4: Angle between vectors.
Four methods were implemented in order to test their accuracy and also we wanted to avoid mistakes
caused by wrongly chosen algorithm. There are invented and tested more sophisticated algorithms such as
K-Means [21] or DBSCAN [22]. But our goal was to show the possibility of protocol detection using time
characteristics and the complexity of such advanced algorithms was inadvisable at this phase.
We used two types of environments. The first one served for testing of SSH properties and FTS testing.
When FTS was installed on our server, the real environment was set. The proper pattern vector was chosen
by hand from observations.
4.1.3

Protocol Detection Results

Results of detection dictionary attacks on SSH protocol are shown in Table 1. There was a choice if we
want to have as good true acceptance rate as possible or as low false acceptance rate as possible. Since we
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use statistical methods, it is impossible to have 100% true acceptance rate and 0% false acceptance rate.
The decision whether the flow contains an attack was done through the use of a threshold which was also
found manually.
Table 1 also shows that Angle between vectors method in combination with the pattern vector from real
environment has the worst results. The other methods are almost independent on the pattern vector
origin.
Average distance

Root-mean-square
distance

Euclidean metric

Angle
vectors

TAR

FAR

TAR

FAR

TAR

FAR

TAR

FAR

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Testing

91

8

91

10

91

10

94

25

Real

88

3

88

3

87

2

78

19

Pattern

between

Table 1: Detection methods and their accuracy.
The main goal for this part of work was to verify whether time characteristics are suitable for protocol
detection. We showed that the goal was fulfilled but there are many limitations such as a pattern vector for
each situation, low accuracy, etc.

4.2

Current State of Research

The following step of our work is dealing with automatized dividing of flows into groups using a clustering algorithm. The main benefit of this feature is the ability to detect all the protocols without needing to
compare each single flow with the pattern. Predefined pattern is required in order to choose which group
represents which protocol.
There are invented some algorithms for data clustering such as K-Means [21], DBSCAN [22] or Quality
Threshold (QT) [26]. The two first methods are widely used for protocol detection and the last one was
invented for genome research. K-Means and DBSCAN offer better results than QT but there has to be set
the number of clusters in advance and they do not provide always the same results. QT algorithm does not
provide such computational speed and accuracy but it gives always the same results and there is no need to
set number of clusters. Recently we implemented QT algorithm and we are making experiments with the
automatized division of flows into groups.
We wanted to find out whether we are using the best vectors. At first sight it seems like an easy task but
the true is different. The vector can consist of:
 flow duration,
 number of transferred packets,
 number of transferred bytes,
 time characteristics (4),
 packet size statistics (4),
 any other new information which was not discovered so far.
In contrast to our previous research, there is no information about network and transfer layer protocol
numbers because we want to make a detection method based only on protocol behavior. It causes
versatility which allows the users to detect ordinary traffic even if it is encrypted or tunneled. The only
difficulty is with obfuscated protocols (for example BitTorrent, Skype, etc. [13]).
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We have a set of 11 currently available flow statistics which we can observe. In order to get as precise
results as possible it is important to find out which subset gives the best results. The naïve approach is
brute force where are tested all possible combinations. This number can be represented as (Equation 5).
= 2

−1
= 211 − 1

= 2047

Equation 5: Number of vector combinations.
Such a huge number of possible vector combinations cannot be explored and tested by hand. Moreover
new characteristics can be invented and it significantly increases the observed field of interest. Automatized
searching over the results will solve our current problem but is not implemented yet.
Since we could not use brute force method, we made more sophisticated tests where we thought about
impact on the protocol behavior. For example if we consider duration of a flow, the result vector will be
similar only to flows with similar length. It holds for number of transferred packets and bytes as well. It
induces that there has to be some kind of making these numbers independent on their absolute size. The
possible answer is to make a vector from the values and convert them into a unit vector. As a result, we will
lose information about their sizes but the ratio among them will stay the same. This information can be
used for protocol detection if we presume that this ratio is protocol dependent.
Similar situation will occur with average size of packets and average inter-packet gaps. They are also
influenced by the protocol duration and number of transferred packets. At this time is not their grouping
and converting into a unit vector obvious because their values can change nonlinearly.
The other protocol statistics can be minimal size of packets which is often 66 bytes. Exactly 66 bytes have
packets that have ACK flag set. Since almost every flow has some ACK packets, the minimal size of packet
seems to be meaningless information.
The absolute values of vector components will create patterns which are able to detect connections with
the same values. Converting into unit vectors will make the patterns same for each protocol. As a result we
will lose information about absolute values but they are not important anyway.
Grouping and deleting some vector components decreases the number of possible situations and allows us
to test some of them by hand. We had made several tests and the results were not as good as we want them
to be. It seems that the world is not so simple as we predicted and some other network protocol behavior
influences the results.
The protocols which we are able to group at this time are HTTPS (TCP/443), DNS (UDP/53) and
Nagios (TCP/5666) with probability around 80 %. The testing data were captured on our testing server
where is only very limited set of protocols and hosts. In order to make the test more serious, we need to
data from the real environment.
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5 Future Work
We have two types of planning the future work – short and long time planning. They have different sub
goals but they lead to the common one.

5.1

Short Time Goals

At first we have to find what is influencing the results. There is some hidden protocol behavior that causes
our tests to be inaccurate. This part of our work is one of the most complicated because creating the
proper patterns from flow statistics is the new what our work would like to bring to the world. More tests
have to be done and we believe that the results will appear soon.
QT clustering algorithm was implemented for our testing purposes because of its manner of data
processing. The final output of our work will use some verified algorithm with a better speed of clustering.
We cannot say the name of the algorithm because tests among them have to be done.
After the previous steps are done, we can develop a plugin for NfSen which will display the data in humanreadable form. NfSen is widely used among universities and companies mainly in Europe. This final step is
the most important from users’ point of view because if there is no tool which will apply results of our
work, our research would be incomplete. Plugins for other visualization tools can be made as well but there
is no reason to do them at this time.

5.2

Long Time Goals

When the plugin is finished, there has to be a network monitoring device which is able to generate input
data for the detection algorithm. This task is much more difficult because it needs a lot of effort and often
money. Currently there are only few devices with an interface which is able to be extended by plugins. It
presents the first investment.
Another complication may appear in data processing because NetFlow version 5 is standard in many
companies but the data from the network probe will be in IPFIX format. Converting the existing
infrastructure from NetFlow to IPFIX is not trivial and it will need lot of human effort.
We decided to use IPFIX because it allows us to include flow characteristics there and it supports more
accurate time stamps with comparison to NetFlow version 5. NetFlow version 5 has minimal time
resolution only 1 millisecond but IPFIX is able to measure even 1 nanosecond. The main advantage of
IPFIX is its ability to be extended by any new information. The other advantage is support for IPv6 which
is only in IPFIX and NetFlow version 9.
Masaryk University will take advantages of protocol detection based on time characteristics analysis. The
university is using FlowMon programmable hardware probes built in COMBO cards. We will extend
them in order to generate data in IPFIX format with precise time stamps.
Creating the plugin is only up to us but its final implementation in real world is up to the network
administrators and there starts the real challenge.

6 Conclusion
This paper described network protocol detection using flow statistics. Our approach is suitable for highspeed networks since there is no need to process content of each single packet as deep packet inspection
does. We are measuring statistics about flows which consist of inter-packet gaps and packet sizes. The
advantage is that this information can be computed in hardware network probes which are much faster
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and precise in comparison with software probes. We are presenting mainly the idea in respect to the
current state of research.
At this time we are able to detect dictionary attacks on SSH protocol. This first step was very important for
us because we checked there that time characteristics can be used for protocol detection. The other result
of this first step was decision to extend time characteristics by statistics about packet sizes. These two flow
dependent characteristics will help us in detecting the whole protocols instead of one specific situation.
Currently we are working on making the detection more precise. This goal will be achieved in three
different steps. We have to find the core of behavior where are no negative influences which can corrupt
the results. Then the best set of vector components has to be isolated, it increases speed of data processing
since no unnecessary information will be processed. At last, we have to find a clustering algorithm which
will provide the best results in combination with the highest speed of data processing.
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